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Abstract
Online misinformation is posing a serious threat for the modern society. Assessing the veracity of online information is a complex problem which nowadays is addressed by heavily relying on trained fact-checking experts. This solution is not scalable and, also due the importance of the problem the issue gained the attention of the scientific community, which proposed many AI-based automatic solutions. Despite the efforts made, the effectiveness of such approaches is not yet enough to allow them to be used without supervision. In this position paper, we propose a hybrid human-in-the-loop framework for fact-checking: we address the misinformation issue by relying on a combination of automatic AI methods, crowdsourcing ones, and experts. We study the single components of the frameworks as well as their interactions, and we propose an interleaving of the different components which we believe will serve as useful starting point for the future research towards effective and scalable fact-checking.
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1. Introduction
Modern times have highlighted the centrality of the threat for the modern society of fake news and misinformation. Traditionally, misinformation detection is a slow and costly process that is made solely by expert trained fact-checkers, that can not cope with the ever-increasing amount of information shared online everyday. To address this issue, researchers are developing automatic techniques to identify misinformation at scale, and significant efforts have been made to develop fast and scalable state-of-the-art Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms [2, 3, 4]. Another less traditional approach to tackle such issue is to take advantage of the wisdom of the crowd [5] and leverage crowdsourcing workers [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Both approaches have pro- and contra: while AI is usually cheaper and scalable, crowd-workers can perform more reliable and explainable classifications. To take the best from both worlds, researchers proposed hybrid Human-In-The-Loop (HITL) approaches that integrate AI, crowd, and experts, even though only few implementations exist [14, 15, 16, 17]. Differently from previous work [17], in this paper we propose a concrete architecture for fact-checking, and we inspect the responsibilities of each component as well as their interactions. In particular, we detail a
pragmatical workflow which should be implemented to effectively classify the veracity of a set of statements at scale.

2. Related Work

There are both numerous examples of AI techniques for misinformation detection [2] as well as of academic interest on their development and evaluation [18]. Many different AI approaches exist: Ozbay and Alatas [3] tested 23 supervised AI algorithms on public datasets, Zhao et al. [4] integrated linguistic, topic, sentiment, and behavioral features to develop a model for health misinformation, Stammbach and Neumann [19] used evidence retrieval techniques and fine-tune a BERT-based model for the FEVER challenge, Konstantinovskiy et al. [20] developed a pipeline to identify misinformation using a multi-task learning approach. Related to that, many approaches addressed the issue of credibility in social media [21].

Focusing on misinformation detection using crowdsourcing, La Barbera et al. [7] first found an effect of judgment scales and evidence of worker assessors’ bias on political statements, Soprano et al. [11] used the dataset from Roitero et al. [8] to leverage a multidimensional scale to measure different aspects of a statement, Draws et al. [13] found that workers generally overestimate the truthfulness and that different type of workers show different biases when evaluating a given statement, Pennycook and Rand [6] used the crowd to study effects of reducing social media users’ exposure to low-quality news, and Allen et al. [12] compared the accuracy ratings between fact-checkers and crowd-workers.

Finally, some work investigated the combination of AI and humans: Demartini et al. [17] introduced a theoretical hybrid HITL framework for misinformation, Qu et al. [22] used self-reported scores from both AI and crowd to develop a hybrid system, Shabani et al. [14] used humans to provide feedback on news stories about statement contextual information and integrated those features into an AI pipeline, and Yang et al. [15] showed the potential speed up to the fact-checking process by organizing and selecting representative statements.

3. Limitations of Current Approaches

As highlighted by Demartini et al. [17, Figure 2] each of the three state-of-the-art approaches for misinformation detection i.e., experts, AI tools, and crowd has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of accuracy, scale, cost, explainability, and bias control. We detail these aspects in this section, focusing on the limitations of each approach.

Certainly AI tools outperform both crowd and experts when considering costs\(^1\) and evaluation speed, but despite recent works [26, 27], they provide less or no explainability. More importantly, such models achieve lower accuracy than crowd or experts. To provide some examples, classical machine learning models achieved 74% accuracy on a two-level scale [28], and the best model of this year CLEF CheckThat! Lab reached 54.7% accuracy on a four-level scale [18]. Considering the accuracy from the crowd, experimental results [12] show a high correlation with the experts in terms of agreement, whereas other work reports accuracy values that are lower and

\(^1\)while training language models from scratch can cost up to millions of dollars [23], once trained they can be used multiple times leveraging few- or zero-shot learning [24, 25].
comparable to those obtained by AI methods [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13]; although further studies are needed to draw definitive conclusions it seems reasonable to assume that crowd accuracy can be higher than automatic AI solutions. The highest accuracy is achieved by the experts, which is always set to the value of 1 for practical reason. Nevertheless, even domain experts need confrontation and discussion phases to reach a final consensus (see for example the process used by PolitiFact\textsuperscript{2}).

Bias is also a crucial limitation of current approaches. Experts and crowd-workers being humans are subject to cognitive biases [13, 7], which can be mitigated by the discussion phase in the case of experts, but are difficult to remove for crowd-workers [29]. Moreover, all the aforementioned biases can be propagated from humans to AI models, e.g., when training or fine-tuning a model.

Another limitation of current approaches is given by the specific truthfulness scales used; different scales exist and are used, and such heterogeneity, apart from making a fair comparison difficult, has an impact on the quality of the collected data [7].

We believe that a HITL framework for misinformation detection should address and overcome all of the limitations detailed above by fruitfully combining the capabilities of AI, crowd, and experts.

4. HITL Framework for Misinformation Detection

4.1. Possible Architectures

A natural solution to the task investigated in this paper is to employ a pipeline model where the components are sorted with an increasing accuracy (i.e., first the AI, then the crowd, and finally the experts). Thus, if a statement is not adequately classified by a component, the subsequent pipeline component will perform a more accurate classification. Also, such a pipeline concatenates each component according to their increasing cost and evaluation time. This allows to perform a pipeline of annotation tasks where the majority of the statements are quickly and automatically labeled by AI, only a subset of the statements is sent for a slower evaluation to the crowd, and the few remaining statements are sent to experts for an in-depth investigation. The key advantage of this configuration is that it takes the best from each component, and that it allows to minimize the overall costs. Particularly, this configuration lets the experts (i.e., the more costly component) to evaluate a very small number of statements. Nevertheless, the pipeline model has important limitations as it does not provide feedback among the components: a statement is simply forwarded until it is eventually classified with not much cooperation among the components.

Another possible combination of the components is by means of a blackboard architecture, a common solution in distributed multi-agent settings [30]. Such an approach allows the components to select which statements to evaluate. Each component is an autonomous agent that can access a central repository that contains both the statements and the partial contributions provided by each component. This approach would require both a high synergy between the
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components and to split a classification task in atomic sub-tasks to take advantage from each specific component of the architecture.

4.2. General Framework

An ideal framework should maximize accuracy while minimizing the cost of each component and strengthening the cooperation between and within its modules. Therefore, we propose first a basic framework, where each component provides feedback to, and cooperates with, the others. We then discuss possible variants and extensions.

Our proposal is summarized in Figure 1. Given a statement, each of the three components (AI, crowd, and experts) generates: a classification on a chosen scale and a confidence score for the performed classification. Whenever the component AI or crowd generates a prediction with a high confidence score, the statement is considered as correctly classified. Otherwise if the confidence is low, the statement is forwarded to the subsequent component. If this is the case, the output of the component (such as the confidence score and the classification) can be optionally forwarded along with the statement. This could allow the subsequent component to perform an informed assessment, if necessary. Also samples of statements considered as correctly classified by the component (i.e, with high confidence) should be propagated, to double check their classification score and deal with the problem of unknown-unknowns (i.e., statements for which AI is highly confident about its predictions but is wrong) using humans [31, 32, 33]. This allows each component to provide feedback to the previous ones, thereby improving their classifications.

In the following sections we will detail for each component: its possible internal structure, its specific interactions with other components, and additional outputs that can be added to the general framework.

4.3. First Component: AI

Assuming the use of a state-of-the-art model for misinformation detection [28, 2, 19, 3, 4, 34, 18], the output provided by the AI component should be at least a classification score on a chosen truthfulness scale, and a confidence score. While the classification score is straightforward, the confidence can be reliably calibrated following the methodology by Guo et al. [35]. To provide an adequate classification, AI tool can rely on a Knowledge Base (KB) to perform evidence retrieval.
Examples of such a system are the ones proposed by La Barbera et al. [36] and Stammbach and Neumann [19], who both use a transformer architecture who rely on retrieved evidence. The choice of the Knowledge Base (KB) to use to produce a classification and an explanation is not straightforward, since there is no evidence of a “universally best” KB [37]. Thus, the choice of the specific KB should be performed ad-hoc by leveraging statements and domain specific features, as for example the topic, speaker, year, etc. of the set of statements being processed.

To evaluate the classification score given by the component, we can use optional output. For example, many AI models are able to provide reasons for their predictions [26, 27]. Some implementations are delivered by Kazemi et al. [38] and by Brand et al. [39] who develop models able to generate an explanation for their misinformation assessment. The generation of an explanation could improve the framework by providing additional and human-readable information useful for both the subsequent human-based components and the final classification.

Finally, the AI component could provide self-feedback by using counterfactual explanations [40]: generating instances that the model finds hard to classify or deceiving could improve the model performances, robustness, and generalization abilities.

The output of the AI component is thus made by classification, confidence, and optional information, such as explanation and retrieved evidence. The decision whether the statement has been adequately classified or not can be then performed by relying on the confidence of the model [22] as detailed in Section 4.2. To help this decision, it could be used the optional explanation, for example considering its readability or semantic scores. The decision for some statements might be more critical and not straightforward: a very recent statement made by an important public figure over a highly relevant topic with not much evidence available might be worth further investigation. Hence, it might be worth studying the effectiveness of an importance score using the statement’s metadata.

Finally, if the assessment for the statement has a low confidence, the explanation is not satisfactory, or the assessment needs to be refined for any other reason, the statement is sent to the subsequent component: the crowd.

4.4. Second Component: Crowd

As for the AI, the crowd component should perform two tasks: misinformation classification and provide feedback to itself and to the AI component. There are many examples of misinformation classification directly performed by the crowd [6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13]. It could also be reasonable to perform an informed assessment relying on the output of the AI component [41]. Nevertheless, the use of this additional information could introduce biases into the assessment performed by the crowd, hence further studies in this direction are required. Moreover, to reduce workers cognitive effort, it is possible to design a two steps task using disjoints sets of workers: the first set will search for evidence for a given statement, the second will classify the statement using the provided evidence (and additional data). While all of the different mentioned tasks are indeed reasonable, it is necessary to perform ad-hoc studies to find the best possible setting. Along this line, we can leverage work done in related fields [42] to identify the subset of best workers and exploit their features to be able to minimize the workforce needed and at the same time maximize its effectiveness.

Also, the crowd can be asked to provide additional rationales to motivate their classification
The classifications can be used to improve the AI component by fine-tuning the models with additional data, or even both workers and AI rationales can be used to adjust the confidence of the final assessment; nevertheless, this should be implemented with caution, as workers rationales might contain bias that can be involuntary injected into AI models. Finally, a subset of crowd-workers should look for counterfactual examples that could highlight AI classification errors with high confidence. While these methodologies still need to be tested in the field of misinformation detection, some work [45] shows the promising results of this approach applied to different domains.

As for the AI component, the output of the crowd component is composed by the default classification and confidence, along with optional additional data such as evidence, explanation, and rationales. Therefore, to decide if a statement is correctly classified or not it is possible to rely not only on the data generated by the crowd, but also to check for agreement and inconsistencies between crowd and AI [22].

At this point of the evaluation, the majority of the statements have been classified by the framework, and only a very small subset will reach the final step of the workflow: the experts.

4.5. Third Component: Experts

The last step of the framework is made by the experts. It is possible to let them evaluate a statement using a pre-defined fact-checking methodology, and ideally to provide to them all the outputs from the previous components to perform an informed assessment. The effects of such a decision need to be studied since, as discussed for the crowd, the use of additional information could introduce bias in the final evaluation. We remark that we believe that critical, important, and difficult statements should always be evaluated or at least checked by the experts. Note that to identify those statements it would be necessary to find a metric to be able to automatically evaluate the importance of a statement in a given context. Also, to increase the robustness of the framework, the experts should be able to directly look at the statements classified by the previous components and to decide whether some of them need to be re-assessed or not. Finally, each classification performed by the experts should be used to re-train the AI models, and used as an example to train the crowd before performing the task. This final aspect could also be performed interactively, following an active-learning scenario.

5. Conclusions

In this work we study the limitations of the current approaches for misinformation detection and propose a hybrid HITL framework that combines AI, crowd, and experts. Our main contributions are the following: we frame the problem and review the related work detailing frameworks for fact-checking; we study possible framework architectures detailing their respective advantages and disadvantages; we propose a solid architecture for performing fact-checking at scale, and we describe each component focusing on its role and outputs, as well as its interactions with other components. The main advantages of our framework are given by an efficient combination of the components in terms of increasing accuracy and evaluation time, decreasing costs, and by the feedback between and within each component.
Future work aims at proving a full framework implementation. More in detail, further study will be done on the synergies between crowd and AI to investigate the effects of an informed assessment made by the crowd leveraging AI outputs, and to set thresholds to decide about statement forwarding among components.
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